Tourist Attractions in Italy

Being a very popular travel destination in Europe, millions of tourists visit this beautiful country every year from around the globe. There are so many tourist attractions; it is, in fact, difficult to choose a few among them. You name it, and they have it! That is the beauty of this country, with its numerous World Heritage Sites, mountains, lakes, beaches, museums, beautiful cities, and the list goes on.

The most popular tourist attraction is the capital city Rome itself, with its rich cultural heritage. The Colosseum, Castle Sant'Angelo, Fontana di Trevi, the Pantheon, and the Vatican are some of the most visited sites in Rome. Venice is another city in Italy that is famous for its beautiful canals and gondolas. And if you are a lover of Italian art, the Uffizi Gallery in Florence is a place you cannot afford to miss. The city of Naples is known around the world for its architectural beauty and surely it is a photographer's delight. The Leaning Tower of Pisa, being one of the Seven Wonders of the World, attracts the highest number of visitors, not only in Italy, but in the whole of Europe.

Apart from these world renowned sites, Italy offers some of the most panoramic natural sceneries. Due to the temperate climate in the coastal areas, visitors throng its beautiful beaches throughout the year. While in winters, tourists visit the world-class ski resorts in Alps and Dolomite mountains. Italian cuisine is famous and available around the world, but there is a different kind of pleasure in experiencing this taste in its homeland. So, don't miss the pizzas, gelato, and lasagnas while you are visiting Italy.
Being a tourist-friendly country, you need not worry about the accommodation at all. There are enough hostels and hotels to suit everyone's need and budget. All you need is enough time to see all Italy has to offer its visitors.